Revascularization of a necrotic, infected, immature permanent molar with apical periodontitis: a case report
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ABSTRACT

The traditional techniques of chemo-mechanical instrumentation and disinfection of the root canal system used in mature teeth are limited by the immature tooth’s anatomy. The open apex is difficult or impossible to seal with conventional root filling methods because of the absence of an apical stop. Furthermore, the arrested development of the dentinal walls at the time of pulp necrosis leaves a weak tooth with thin dentinal walls that are susceptible to fracture. The purpose of the paper is to present the case of a patient wherein revascularization of the necrotic infected pulp space of an immature permanent mandibular molar was induced by stimulation of a blood clot from the periapical tissues into the canal space. The treatment approach can help rescue infected immature teeth by physiologically strengthening the root walls.
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INTRODUCTION

Pulpal necrosis of an immature permanent tooth poses many potential complications. Rapidly progressing dentinal caries or traumatic injuries in the permanent teeth of young patients lead to pulp inflammation and/or necrosis and apical periodontitis, which subsequently interrupt the development of the incompletely formed roots. The presence of an open apex and thin fragile dentinal walls presents a problem that complicates the clinical management of pulp and periapical disease. The traditional techniques of chemo-mechanical instrumentation and disinfection of the root canal system used in mature teeth are limited by the immature tooth’s anatomy. The mechanical cleaning and shaping of a tooth with blunderbuss canal are difficult, if not impossible. The thin, fragile lateral dentinal walls can fracture during mechanical filing and the large volume of necrotic debris contained in a wide root canal is difficult to completely disinfect. Many blunderbuss canals with flaring walls cannot be obturated and sealed by orthograde methods and might require apical surgery and retrograde sealing of the canal.

Many techniques have been suggested for induction of apical closure in pulpless teeth to produce more favorable conditions for conventional root canal filling. These techniques include surgery and retrograde sealing, calcium hydroxide - induced apical closure and placement of apical plug of mineral trioxide and gutta percha obturation but because of the thin dentinal walls, there is a high incidence of root fractures in teeth after apexification. Thus the concept of revascularization was introduced by Ostby in 1961. Nygaard-Osby hypothesized that laceration of the periapical tissues until bleeding occurred might produce new vital vascularized tissue in the canal. He suggested that this treatment ‘may result in further development of the apex’. In 1966 Rule and Winter documented root development and apical barrier formation in cases of pulp necrosis in children. Since then there has been an ongoing research in this field. This case report add another example to dental literature supporting this treatment modality as a successful alternative to conventional procedure undertaken to treat necrotic, infected and immature permanent teeth.

CASE REPORT

A 8 year old female patient reported to the department with complaint of pain in mandibular left posterior tooth. Clinical evaluation revealed carious 36. Radiograph interpretation showed carious lesion approaching the pulp with open apices. (Fig 1) The tooth did not respond to cold testing with CO2 ice, heat test, the tooth was tender on vertical percussion. The tooth was diagnosed with necrotic pulp. Access was obtained to the pulp space, where a necrotic pulp was confirmed clinically. The canal was instrumented...
and irrigated copiously with 1.25% sodium hypochlorite and dried with sterile paper points. A creamy paste of equal proportions of metronidazole, ciprofloxacin and cefclor mixed with sterile water was applied to canal space. The access cavity was closed with cotton pellets and intermediate restorative material. The patient was asymptomatic when he returned for follow up treatment. The antibiotic paste was intact in the canal space and was irrigated away using 1.25% NaOCl and sterile water. No instrumentation of the canal space was performed. The apical tissues beyond the confines of the root canal were stimulated with sterile endodontic file to induce bleeding into the canal space. The blood clot was allowed to reach a level that approximated the cementoenamel junction. A cotton pellet moist with sterile water was applied over the blood clot. After this procedure permanent restoration with Glass Ionomer Cement was placed. At the 3-and 6 month follow- up evaluation, the patient was asymptomatic. (Fig 2) One year from the time of blood clot induction the tooth remained asymptomatic, with normal limits for percussion, palpation, pocket probing depths, and mobility. Radiographs revealed normal periapical structures with continued root development, and thickening of lateral aspects of dentinal walls of the root canals, reinforcing and strengthening the root. (Fig 3)

Fig. 1: Preoperative radiograph showing carious 36, with open apices.

Fig. 2: 6 month follow-up showing continued root development.

Fig. 3: Radiograph at 12 months showing continued root development with apical constriction.

DISCUSSION
This report demonstrates the potential of non-vital infected teeth to undergo the procedure of revascularization and the same should be undertaken to avoid the undesired results of the conventional treatment options available. The open apex is difficult or impossible to seal with conventional root filling methods because of the absence of an apical stop. Furthermore, the arrested development of the dentinal walls at the time of pulp necrosis leaves a weak tooth with thin dentinal walls that are susceptible to fracture.(2) Bunchs and Trope in 2004 demonstrated the advantages of this treatment modality, which resulted in a radiographically apparent normal maturation of the entire root versus an outcome of only a calcific barrier formation at the apex after conventional calcium hydroxide- induced apexification.6

The rationale of revascularization is that if a sterile tissue matrix is provided in which new cells can grow, pulp vitality can be reestablished.3 It is known that the infection control of microbial contamination from the root canal system is a precondition for successful root canal treatment and that the primary goal should be reduce the microbial load to a low level where tissue healing can occur.7 Various combinations of topical antibiotics have the ability to disinfect carious dentin and necrotic, infected root canals. One combination that is effective against the bacteria commonly found in infected root canals is the use of ciprofloxacin, metronidazole and cefclor.8 But contradictory findings had been reported by Bezerra da Silva LA et al who evaluated in vivo the revascularization and the apical and periapical repair after endodontic treatment using 2 techniques for root canal disinfection (apical negative pressure versus apical positive pressure irrigation plus triantibiotic intracanal dressing) suggesting that the use of intra canal antibiotics may not be necessary.7 Different mechanism could be attributed to continued development of root: remnants of vital pulp cells at
the apical end of the root canal, presence of the microorganisms, and the presence of periapical inflammation. The treatment of these conditions involves the use of calcium hydroxide or other materials to induce apexification.

The elongation of the root occurs by apposition of newly generated cementum—like tissue termed “intracanal cementum”. The generation of this tissue may occur despite the presence of inflammatory infiltration at the apex or in the canal. There are several advantages of revascularization as observed from this as well as from the past studies. It requires a shorter treatment time, after control of infection, it can be completed in a single visit. It is also very cost-effective, because the number of visits is reduced and no additional materials are required. Obturation of the canal is not required unlike in calcium hydroxide induced apexification, with its inherent danger of splitting the root during lateral condensation. However the biggest advantage is that of achieving continued root development and strengthening of the root as a result of reinforcement of lateral dentinal walls with deposition of new dentin/hard tissue. The procedure is simple and may in near future replace the traditional treatment options including hard tissue barrier via calcium hydroxide or an artificial hard tissue barrier of MTA. We need to be constantly in touch with current concepts of advancements, take maximum advantage of the same, improve the standard of our specialty and serve the community in a better way.
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